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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider planar embeddings of n -node planar graphs in the rectil­
inear grid, where vertices are grid points and edges are nonintersecting grid paths. 
We present a new embedding algorithm  th a t runs in linear time. The total num ber 
of bends in the embeddings constucted by our algorithm  is very  small. F u rther­
more, the embeddings occupy 0 ( n 2) area, which is the best possible in the w orst 
case. Our results are im portant in the design of VLSI chips. O ther applications can 
be lound in the areas of communication by light or microwave, transportation in 
space, and aesthetic layout of diagrams.
* lea'’e Irom: D‘Partimento rii Informatica e Sistemistica - Università* rii Roma, "La Sapienza" - Via Buonarroti 12 
SS Roma. Italy. This author was supported in part by Progetto Finalizzato Trasporti of the Italian National Research 
Council.
this author was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation under contract RSCH 84-06-049 ft.
11. INTRODUCTION
I he problem ot embedding a graph in the rectilinear grid has been extensively studied in the 
literature. Here, we consider planar embeddings, where vertices are grid points and edges are 
nonintersecting grid paths. Graph embeddings are of particu lar importance in VLSI circuit layout 
problems [9, 17, 18]. Three im portant measures of quality  for graph embeddings are [9]:
(1) The area of the sm allest rectangle enclosing the embedding.
(2) The num ber of bends along the edges.
(3) The to tal edge length and the length of the longest edge.
C learly, minimizing the above cost measures is very  im portant in the design of VLSI chips 
[ l, 5, 9, 13]. To avoid complications, due to the fact that every node in the grid has degree four, we 
assume that every node of a graph has degree less than or equal to four.
An embedding w ith crossings means tha t more than one conducting layers need to be used for 
edges tha t cross in order to avoid contact between two diiferent wires. A lthough the recent 
advances in fabrication technology allow the use of two or more layers in VLSI, several reasons 
make crossing-free layouts desirable [4]. Furtherm ore, a connection between diiferent layers (via ) 
has a significant cost in area, reliability , and performance.
•. he node-cost measure for these embeddings is the total num ber of bends tha t are present 
along the edges. Figure 1 illustrates an example of an embedding with node-cost equal to 4. 
M inimizing the node-cost has applications in VLSI, as discussed in the previous paragraph, com­
munication by light or m icrowave, transportation in space [ l l ] ,  and aesthetic layout of diagrams 
[2].
This problem was first considered by Storer [12. 13], who conjectured it to be NP-hard and 
presented three heuristics proving worst-case bounds on their performance. Nam ely, he proved 
that the total num ber of bends of the embeddings produced by his algorithm s is at most In  if G is 
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im plem entation and time com plexity of his heuristics, he pointed out that they can be implemented 
in polynom ial time. Me did not consider the area occupied by the embeddings produced by his algo­
rithm s. Mater. Tamassia [14] disproved Storer’s conjecture giving an exact algorithm that computes 
an embedding of a graph G w ith n vertices in 0 ( n 2) time. His algorithm  uses netw ork flows tech­
niques and produces an embedding of G w ith  the minimum num ber of bends.
Recently, Aggarwal, k law e, Lichtenstein, Linial, and W igderson [l] presented an algorithm 
which, given an embedding of a planar graph in the plane, constructs a topologicallv equivalent 
0 ( n 2) area (rake) grid embedding w ith  the property that every edge makes at most six bends. 
However, they do not analyze the running time of their algorithm .
In this paper, we present a new embedding algorithm that runs in linear time. This is the first 
linear tim e algorithm , to the best ol our knowledge, that achieves the lollowing desirable proper­
ties. All the grid embeddings produced by our algorithm occupy area O i n 2), which is the best pos­
sible in the w orst case [ 19], and have a num ber of bends which is comparable to that achieved by 
Storer. Nam ely, the total num ber of bends is at most I n  + 4 if G is biconnected. and 2.5« + 2  
otherwise. This constitutes a significant improvement upon the results of [l] as far as the time
3complexity and the node-cost measure are concerned, and upon the results of [ 13] as far as the time 
complexity and the area measures are concerned. I he algorithm  is based on the construction of a 
w-visibility representation  [ 15] for the graph to be embedded, which consists of representing ver­
tices by horizontal segments and edges by vertical segments connecting the horizontal segments 
associated to their endpoint vertices.
Section 2 contains form al definitions and prelim inary results. In section 3 we describe an 
aigoi ithm that constructs the w -visib ility  representation. In Section 4 we describe three tran sfo r­
mations that reduce the node-cost oi an embedding. Section 5 presents the algorithm and analvzes 
its performance and com plexity. Conclusions and open problems are discussed in Section 6 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
1 he basic definitions on graphs and planarity  can be lound in many textbooks, see for example 
[3, 7], Here we define various representations of graphs in the plane in order to avoid confusion.
A plane graph is a graph such that:
( 1 ) vertices are distinct points of the plane:
(2 ) edges are sim ple curves connecting their endpoint vertices; and
(3) edges do not cross each other, except possibly at common endpoints.
f
A graph is planar if it is isomorphic to some plane graph.
The planar representation of a plane graph G — (V  ,h ) is the set of its adjacency lists 
P = \ P i v  ), v G V }, where each list P( v  ) is circularly  ordered according to the clockwise sequence 
of edges around vertex v. Let e be an element of P ( v ) .  It consists of three fields 
ode ), d i e  ), and pi e  ) where: aie  ) is the adjacent vertex, d i e  ) is the next element in the list P i v  ). 
and p i e )  is the sym m etric adjacency element in the list Piotie  )). The planar representation 
describes the topology of the plane graph G.
4An orthogonal graph is a plane graph whose edges are alternating sequences of horizontal and 
vertical segments. The orthogonal representation of an orthogonal graph G = (V J i )  describes the 
shape of G w ithout considering segment lengths. It consists of a set of enriched adjacency lists 
H  (v ), v 6 V }, where each list H  (v ) is obtained from  the list P i v ) by adding two new fields 
0(e ) and pie  ) to all elem ents e, w ith  the following meaning:
( 1 ) Qie ) is the angle that edge (v ,aie  )) form s w ith edge (v ,a(cr(e ))) at vertex v, measured in 
n /2  units:
(2) pie  ) is the num ber of tt/2 angles tha t appear on the left side of edge (v ,a(e )) when going 
from v to ot(e ).
The node-cost N(G ) of an orthogonal graph G = (V £ )  is the total num ber of bends formed 
by its edges. Namely, if H  is the orthogonal representation of G, the node cost is:
N(G ) = £  I  Pie )-
r € V e € H (v )
A grid graph is an orthogonal graph whose segments have all integer length. A grid embed­
ding  for a graph G is a grid graph isomorphic to G. Planar embeddings and orthogonal embeddings 
are defined sim ilarly . It is easy to see that a graph adm its an orthogonal embedding if and only if 
it is planar and has degree less than or equal to four.
Lemma 1 Let H  be the orthogonal representation of an orthogonal graph G w ith n vertices. Then a 
grid embedding of G w ith orthogonal representation / /  can be constructed from H  in time
O in  + N(G )).
Proof: See [ 14]. □
3. W-VISIBILITY REPRESENTATION
A w-visibility representation [15] lor a graph G = (\7 £ )  is a mapping of vertices of G into 
nonoverlapping horizontal segments (called vertex segments) and of edges of G into vertical
5segments such that, for each edge (u ,v ) 6 E , the associated edge-segment has its endpoints on the 
vertex-segm ents corresponding to u and v. and it does not cross any other vertex segment.
We present now an algorithm  for constructing w -visib ility  representations. First, we give 
some definitions on PERT-digraphs and st-numberings. Next, we describe a linear tim e algorithm 
for constructing a w -visibility  representation of a planar 2-connected graph G = ( V ,£ ) .  For the 
sake of sim plicity, we will use the same notation for the vertex-segments of the visibility  represen­
tations and their corresponding vertices in the graph. The same will be done for the edge-segments 
and their corresponding edges.
A PERT-digraph D -  (V  A  ) is an acyclic digraph w ith exactly one source, i  and one sink. t. 
W e usually  associate a positive length w ith each arc of D . A w ell-know n problem on PERT- 
digraphs is the following: For each vertex v of D, find the length of the longest path from 5 to v. 
1 his quan tity  w ill be denoted by A(v ). The critical path method solves this problem in O ( I A  I ) 
time. [7].
An st-numbering for a graph G =  (V £ ) .  where 5 and t are two distinct vertices of G. is a 
one-to-one mapping f  V -{ 1 .2 . • • • . I V I }. such that: £(* ) = 1. ) =  I V I , and each vertex
v J  has two adjacent vertices u, vv for which £(a ) < £(v ) < £(w ). Given an ¿¿-numbering £ 
for a graph G —(V JE), we construct a digraph D = (V ” A  ) by orienting every edge from the 
lowest num bered vertex to the highest one. Namely, [u ,v ] € A if and only if (u ,v ) € E  and 
£(u ) < | ( v  ). The digraph D, which is induced by is clearly acyclic and has exactly one source. 
5 .  and one sink. t. i.e. it is a PERT-digraph. Lempel. Even, and Cederbaum [10] showed that, for 
every 2-connected graph and every edge is  x ), there exists an ¿¿-numbering. A linear time algo­
rithm  ior finding it has been presented by Even and Tarjan [6],
A lg o rith m  W -V ISIB IL ITY
Input: A planar 2-connected graph G = (V  ,E ).
6Output: A w -v isib ilily  representation for G such that each vertex- and edge-segment has endpoints
w ith integer coordinates.
(1) Select an edge (s X ) € E  and compute an .vi-numbering for G. Uet D be the directed graph 
induced by the si-num bering.
(2) Find a planar representation D  of D such that the arc [s ,t ] is on the external face and the rest 
of D lies on the right side of [s ,t ], [8]. Use D to construct a new digraph D ‘ as follows: Ver­
tices of D are the faces of /5 . There is an arc [ /  ,g ] in D if face /  shares an arc a — [v ,w ], 
distinct from  [s X ], w ith  face g and a is positively oriented w ith respect to / ,  i.e., face /  is on 
the left side of a, when a is traversed from  the tail to the head. Note tha t ZT is a 2-connected 
planar PFRT-digraph, w ith source, s '  , (the internal face containing arc [s X ]) and sink, t . 
(the external face).
(3) Apply the critical path method to D w ith all arc-lengths equal to 2. This gives the function 
A( / ) for each vertex /  of D .
(4) Construct the w -visibility  representation as follows:
(4.1) Use the .^-num bering computed in step 1 to assign y-coordinates to horizontal vertex- 
segments.
(4.2) Set the x-coordinate of arc [i X ] equal to -1.
(4.3) For any other arc a of D , set the x-coordinate of the corresponding vertical edge- 
segment equal to an integer j ,  w ith \C/  ) <  j  < \{g  ). where /  and g are the faces of D 
sharing a in their contour.
(4.4) Set the y-coordinates of the endpoints ol each edge-segment equal to the ones of the con­
nected vertex-segments.
(4.5) Set the x-coordinates of the left and right endpoint of each vertex-segm ent equal to the 
minimum and maximum x-coordinates of their incident arcs, respectively. If a vertex- 
segment v is incident to exactly two edge-segments w ith the same x-coordinate. x v . then
7set the x-coordinates of the endpoints of v to x, — 1 and .xr . respectively. □
An example of the construction performed by the algorithm  W -V ISIB JLITY  is given in fig. 2. 
Figure 2.a shows a planar embedding D along w ith the corresponding D *. Vertices of D and D 
are represented by w hite and black circles, respectively. The white vertices are numbered accord­
ing to the ¿¿-numbering. For each black vertex f ¡ ,  the value of A. ( / , )  is shown in parentheses. 
Figure 2.b illustrates the w -visib ility  representation produced by the algorithm .
Lemma 2 Let G be a planar 2-connected graph. Then, in the w -visibility  representation produced 
by algorithm  W -VISIBILITY ’ every vertex-segment, except the topmost and bottom most, has at 
least an edge-segment incident form  above and an edge-segment incident from below.
P roof: See [15]. □
The above algorithm  can be extended to work for a 1-connected graph w ithout increasing the 
time complexity. Simply construct the w -visibility  representation for each block and then combine
(*)
Figure 2
8them appropriately. For fu rther details see [15] or [16].
Lemma 3 A graph admits a w -visib ility  representation il and only if it is planar. Furtherm ore, 
there is an algorithm  that constructs a w -visib ility  representation for an fi-vertex planar graph in 
tim e O (n ).
Proof: See [15]. □
4. BEND-STRETCHING TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section we describe three transform ations that, when applied to an orthogonal 
representation / / ,  produce a new orthogonal representation H ‘ w ith the same underlying planar 
representation, but of lower node-cost. We introduce these transform ations by means of examples. 
Angles ol 7r/2 and 3tt/2 will be called convex and concave, respectively.
l et G be the orthogonal embedding shown in fig. 3.a, and / /  be its orthogonal representation. 
Edge (u ,v ) has convex angles both on the left and right side, nam ely, two angles on the left, and 
one on the right. Then, as shown in fig. 3.b, we can m odify G so that (a ,v ) has convex angles only 
on one side, nam ely, one angle on the left. Note that the new orthogonal representation / / '  is 
different from  / /  only in the two elements corresponding to edge (u ,v ). The transform ation from 
H  to / / '  is said to be of type 77.
O -------------------O  v  C -------------------Q v
u 0 --------- « Ó ----------
(a ) (b )
Figure 3
9Consider the orthogonal embedding shown in fig. 4.a. All edges incident to vertex u have a 
convex angle on the right side. These angles can be removed easily as shown in fig. 4.b. The 
corresponding transform ation of orthogonal representations is said to be of type 72.
Figure 5 illustrates a transform ation of type 73. In the orthogonal graph of fig. 5.a edge 
(u ,vv ) fo llow s edge (u ,v ) in the clockwise sequence around vertex v, and form s w ith it an angle of 
77 in u. Furtherm ore, edge (u ,w ) has a convex angle on the left side. This angle can be removed as 
show n in fig. 5.b.
The “ bend-stretching” transform ations 77, 72, and 73 are form ally described in the follow ­
ing. For each transform ation, we give the conditions of applicability, and the operations to be per- 
lorm ed. II  denotes the orthogonal representation to which the transform ations are applied; e and 















Condii inn: e' = /xie ), pie ) ^ 1, pie' ) ^ 1
Procedure: * := pie  ); y  := pie' );
pie ) := max {(), * — y
pie' ) := max {0 , v — x  }.
Transformation T2
Case 1
Condition: pie ) > 0, for a l le  € H  (v ).
Procedure: m := min pie  );
e € H (»• )
for a ll e € H  (v ) do
Case 2
pie ) := pie ) — m.
Condition: pi p ie  )) > 0 for all e G H i v ) .
Procedure: m := min p ip ie  ));
r € H ( v )
for all e £ H  (v ) do
p ip ie  )) := p ip ie  )) — m.
Transformation T3
Case 1
Condition: e' = cr(e ), 6ie ) ^ 2 .p ie ' ) ^  1
Procedure: m := min {0(e ) — 1 , pie' )};
0(e ) := 0(e ) — m ;
9(e' ) := Oie' ) + m ; 
pie' ) := pie' ) — m.
11
Case 2
Condition: e' = cr(e ), e = <x(e" ), 0(e ) ^  2, p(/z(e )) ^  1.
Procedure: m := min {0(e ) — 1 . p(p,(e ))};
9(e ) := 0(e ) — m ;
0(e" ) := 0(e") + m ; 
p(p,(e )) := p(yu(e )) — m.
Any transform ation of type T1 reduces the node-cost at least by 2, while transform ations of 
type T2 and T3 reduce it at least by 1.
5. THE GRID EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
In th is section, we present the algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING  that produces grid embeddings 
w ith low node-cost in linear time. The basic strategy of GRID-EM BEDDING  consists of finding a 
w -visib ility  representation for the graph and then transform ing it into a grid embedding.
Algorithm GRID-EM BEDDING
Input: An n-vertex  planar graph G = (V £  ) of degree less than or equal to 4.
Output: A grid embedding of G w ith " lo w ” node-cost.
(1) C onstruct a w -visibility  representation T for G.
(2) Transform  T into an orthogonal embedding Gh of G by substituting each vertex segment of Y 
w ith  one of the structures shown in fig. 6. Let H  be the orthogonal representation of Gh .
(3) Sim plify the orthogonal representation II  by means of the bend-stretching transform ations as 
follows:











(3.2) Then, perform  transform ation T2 on every vertex to which it is applicable.
(3.3) Finally , for each vertex v of degree less than or equal to 3, perform  transform ation T3 
un til it is no longer applicable. Let / / '  be the orthogonal representation so obtained.
13
(4) Construct from  II ' a grid embedding G‘ for G using the algorithm  described in [14].
Figure 7 shows a simple example of a run of the GRID-EM BEDDING  algorithm . The given 
graph is shown in part (a). Part (b) shows the w -visib ility  representation constructed by the algo­
rithm  W-VIS1BIL11T . Parts (c) and (d) show how the w -visib ility  representation is transform ed 
into an orthogonal representation and into a grid embedding, respectively.
Lemma 4 The to tal num ber of transform ations of type T3 performed by the algorithm  GRID­
EM BED DING  is at most In  .
Proof. A fter the execution of the translorm ations of type T I , each edge has convex angles only on 
one side. Furtherm ore, after the execution of the transform ations of type T2, the edges incident to  
any vertex do not all have convex angles on the same side. Let v be a vertex of degree 3. Assume, 
w ithout loss of generality, that one edge incident to v, say (v ,w ), has convex angles on the left 
side, while the other two edges have convex angles, if any, on the right side. The edges incident to 
v form  exactly one angle of ir and two angles of tt/2. We have three cases for the the location of 
the angle ol t t , as shown in figs. 8.a, 8.b, and 8,c. We have that at most two transform ations of 
type T3 can be performed in the first case, one in the second, and none in the third. W ith sim ilar 
argum ents it can be shown that at most two transform ations ol type 73 are performed on any ver­
tex of degree one or two. □
We give now the time complexity analysis for algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING. From lemma 
3, step 1 can be perform ed in O G i )  time. C learly, step 2 takes O ( n )  time too. At most 2n 
transl orm ations ol type TI,  n ol type T2, and, by lemma 4, 2n ol type T3 are performed in step 3. 
Thus, step 3 also has complexity O (n ). From lemma 1, step 4 takes O (n + N(G' )). Finally, the 
execution of step 3 does not increase the node-cost, so that N(G' ) ^  N(G/f ). Therefore, since the 
transform ation of step 2 is such that N(G;, ) = O (n ), we have:
14
Figure 8
Theorem 1 The overall complexity of algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING  is O (n  ).
The basic results on the performance of our algorithm are presented in the next three
theorems.
Theorem 2 Let G = (V ,E ) be an n-vertex  2-connected graph of degree less than or equal to four, 
and n, be the num ber of vertices w ith degree i. Then the algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING  produces 
a grid embedding G' for G w ith node-cost \ T(G ’ ) ^  n 3 + 2n 4 + A <  In  + 4.
P roo f: File orthogonal embedding Gh produced by step 2 has node-cost \ ( G ;, ) ^  n 2 + 2 / i , + 4 n 4, 
as can be seen lrom  figure 6. Step 3.1 eliminates at least 2n 4 — 4 bends, since the transform ation I I 
is applicable to each vertex of degree 4 which is not the topmost or bottom m ost vertex-segment in 
the v isib ility  representation f ,  see fig. 9.a. Step 3.3 removes at least one bend for each vertex of
15
degree 2 or 3 which is not the topmost or bottom m ost vertex-segm ent in T, provided tha t this bend 
has not already been removed by step 3.1 or step 3.2, see fig. 9.b. Therefore, at least
n 2 +  n 3 + 2/i 4 - 4  bends are removed during step 3. hence the node-cost of G' is at most
n 3 +  2n4 +  4. □
As discussed in the proof of theorem 2, there is an overhead of at most 2 bends for each of the 
topm ost and bottom m ost vertex-segments. If G is not biconnected, there is also an overhead of 
either one or two bends for some blocks. If both the topmost and the bottom most vertex-segments 
of a block B  are cutpoints of G , then there is no overhead. Otherwise, exactly one of the topmost 
and bottom m ost vertex-segm ents of B can be a cutpoint of G . In other words, B is connected 
w ith the rest of the graph at one vertex. Suppose that the topmost vertex-segment v of block B is 
not a cutpoint of G . If v has degree four, then the overhead for this block is two. Otherwise, it is 
one it v has degree three. Clearly, there is no overhead if v has degree two.
Theorem 3 Let G = {V £  ) be an n-vertex 1-connecled graph of degree less than or equal to four, 
and n t be the num ber of vertices w ith  degree i. Let also b 3 and b A be the num ber of blocks of G 
that have m axim um  vertex degree 3 and 4, respectively. Then the algorithm GRID-EM BEDDING  





Proof: From the discussion above, it is clear that-N iG ' ) ^  n 3 + 2 n 4 +  b 3 + 2 b 4 + 2. The quantity  
b 7t + 2 b A is maximized when b A is maximum. Since each block w ith a vertex of degree four must
have at least five vertices, it can be shown that b 4 ^  —. Therefore, TV ( G ') ^  2 5n +2 □
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The embedding produced by our algorithm  is also area-efficient:
Theorem 4 The algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING  produces a grid embedding of an ^-vertex planar 
graph G that occupies O (n 2) area.
Proof: The algorithm  W -VISIB1LITY ' constructs a w -v isib ility  representation of G. tha t is of 
height at most n and of w idth  at most the num ber of faces (i.e., n  + 2). The steps 2, 3, and 4 of 
the algorithm  GRID-EM BEDDING  can only compact the embedding. Therefore, the embedding of 
G produced by our algorithm  occupies O ( n 2) area. □
6. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of embedding a graph in the rectilinear grid is a very interesting problem in 
VLSI theory. Typically , we w ant to minimize the area occupied by the embedding, and the total 
num ber of bends along the edges.
In this paper, we have presented a new embedding algorithm  that runs in linear time. This is 
the first linear tim e algorithm , to the best of our knowledge, tha t achieves the following desirable 
properties. All the grid embeddings produced by our algorithm  have at most 2.5n + 2 bends, and 
occupy area G i n 2), which is the best possible in the w orst case [19]. Therefore, our results consti­
tute a significant im provem ent upon the previously known results of [l] as far as time complexity 
and the node-cost, and of [13] as far as time complexity and the area measures are concerned. We 
are curren tly  working on improving the worst-case node-cost bounds. Finally, we w ould like to 
mention that it is an open problem whether there is a linear time algorithm  that constructs embed-
17
dings which occupy O ( n r) area and the to tal num ber ol bends is minimum.
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